People are mobile –
animals as well!

The Holstein Habitat
Corridors

Limitless on the way

Alliance for diversity
of species
Land-users and ecologists work together
Habitat corridors for humans and nature can not be realised

People want to be mobile: But roads often are insur-

by single persons. It needs a wide alliance! Therefore, the

mountable barriers for animals and plants.

nature conservation foundation, the forest authorities, the

Habitats become isolated and become too small. Wildlife

management service for road construction and transport, the

overpasses like that one near Kiebitzholm (District of Se-

national hunters´ association, the wildlife park Eekholt and

geberg) are to give hazel dormouse, deer & Co. more mobility.

the university of Kiel have got together. This project group is

But they help little when they are isolated. Animals and

open for all other interested parties: the district government

plants need pathways in order to reach the overpasses. Many

of Segeberg, several municipalities and single farmers have

species aren‘t able to recolonize unless overpasses have got a

already joint!!

“Hiking trails” for animals

large-area ecological hinterland connection.

The district of Segeberg offers excellent pre-conditions
to realise the Habitat Corridors – in co-operation with all
stakeholders. The local corridors are multifarious: They range
from a dense hedgerow-network for the hazel dormouse to
untouched brooks for the otter. And what do habitat corridors
mean to the people? Recreation space right in front of the
door-step!

Habitat corridors for forest species
Natural und unutilized forest must continue to grow and

An important link in Schleswig-Holstein
The project region is of central signiﬁcance: Only here, the
valuable nature habitats and species of Schleswig-Holstein
can be re-linked also across transport routes– with the help of
habitat corridors!

must be connected to each other. The forest margins must

We want to ﬁnd the right balance between land use and con-

become more ﬂowery and wider.

servation. The Wildlife Park Eekholt and the adventure-forest
Trappenkamp are important partners in communicating ideas

Habitat corridors for bodies of water

to the following generations. Last but not least, the “resear-

The rivers of Trave and the Osterau are near-natural waters in

chers´ children” are ambitious helpers with the monitoring of

which the otter and the crayﬁsh still occur. The tree-frog and

important species like the hazel dormouse and the wart-biter.

its relatives need more spawning grounds in the landscape.
Then even the black and white storks will return.

Habitat corridors for heathland species
Heathland used to be wide-spread and thus characteristic
for this region. Today heathland patches are isolated, animals
like the wart-biter and the natterjack toad can not reach their
neighbours anymore. Even small open sand places will act as
stepping-stones for the animals.
red deer
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hazel dormouse

wildlife overpass near Kiebitzholm (A 21)

Kindergarten kids help to monitor target species
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The Target

Call us !

From 2010 to 2013

Project coordination

Scientiﬁc coordination

The project partners today are realizing their ideas in the

Dr. Björn Schulz
Stiftung Naturschutz
Eschenbrook 4, 24113 Molfsee
fon +49 431 2109043
mail: schulz@sn-sh.de

PD Dr. Heinrich Reck
INR, Universität Kiel
Olshausenstr. 75, 24118 Kiel
fon +49 431 8804538
Mail: hreck@ecology.uni-kiel.de

surroundings of the wildlife overpass Kiebitzholm. This way,
the ﬁrst “ecological hinterland connections” of an overpass
and an otter tunnel is being created.
Thanks for Your ideas!

Reconnecting habitats
across barriers

www.lebensraumkorridore.de

After 2013
From 2013 on, the ecological hinterland connections to the

The project „Holstein Habitat Corridors“with the
participation of many regional partners is supported by:

motorways A7 and the A20 will be realized and intercon-

Photos: D+T-Project partners, NUZ Hohn, Jiri Bohdal, Jan Gropp (www.pixelio.de)

nected. Our plan is not ﬁxed yet! You have got the chance to
help and to design the Holstein Habitat Corridors.
Your involvement can be quite easy: Do you know suitable
places for species conservation ponds, for instance? Or do you
know areas for hedgerows and ﬂower meadows?
And which conservation sites are closest to your heart?
We will try to realise your and our ideas.

If you have any questions on the Holstein Habitat Corridors or
you wish to bring in your ideas, please contact us!

Universität Kiel

We are looking forward to your suggestions!
The Federal Agency for Nature Conservation
sponsors the Development and Testing project by
funds of the Federal Ministry of the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.

common viper
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wart-biter

the project group
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